
Tidal Disruption Event: 
Star torn apart from neighboured black hole



Coming from TDE ?
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1 October 2019 IC191001A ~200 TeV neutrino, 56% signalness, 26deg2

GCN: Given that the track is partially obscured by a natural dust layer in the ice, 
the 90% uncertainty region reported by the reconstruction algorithms is larger
than average error contours. There are two Fermi 4FGL catalogue sources within the 90% contour. 

The nearest is 4FGL J2052.7+1218, located 1.1 degrees away at the edge of the 50% localization region. 
One additional source, 4FGL J2115.2+1218, is also located within the 90% contour at a distance of 4.8 
degrees from the best fit.

=>  ZTF discovered TDE 9 April 2019 

30 May 2020 IC 200530A, ~80 TeV neutrino, 59% signalness, 25deg2

GCN:  There are two Fermi 4FGL catalogue sources within the 90% contour, both lying close to the best fit 
position. The nearest is 4FGL J1702.2+2642, located 0.20 degrees from the best fit position. The other, 4FGL 
J1659.0+2627, is located 0.56 degrees from the best fit.

=>  ZTF discovered TDE 27 April 2019, but only later classified as TDE



Why considered interesting?

TDE density on the sky: <= 2 radio-emitting TDEs in the sky at any given time

=>  Finding one TDE in 80deg2  of neutrino-followup => 0.5% chance
Considering high bolometric luminosity  => 0.2% chance 

Classified as TDE based on optical spectrum

- optical/UV continuum well-described as black-body

- Peak luminosity in top 10% of known 40 optical TDEs

- Black hole mass estimated ~3  107 M⊙

- X-ray consistent with thermal emission from black body (radius <Schwarzschild radius?)
Exponential decrease of X-ray flux could mean cooling or X-ray obscuration
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Radio (GHz) observations indicating
non-thermal synchrotron radiation
Þ Electron acceleration

Linear increase of energy
-> constant energy injection



Radio emission

UV emission zone



Checks of plausibility of neutrino production at the site

- 3 distinct emission zones established, 

- Hillas criterium fullfilled: Assuming neutrino with 0.05E of parent proton energies and                     
magnetic fields from synchrotron estimates -> 160PeV allowed

- Target photons or protons:
For UV photons: ~0.8PeV, for X-ray ~0.05PeV -> both compatible 
Protons require high density: from unbound stellar debris? From pre-existing gas?

Proton-photon plausible

Proton-proton 
not necessarily > alert threshold



IceCube has already searched for correlations between a sample of TDEs and a neutrino
dataset dominated by lower-energy events, and reported that thermal TDEs account for less 
than 39% of the diffuse astrophysical flux under the assumption of standard candles following 
a power-law spectrum3

But: 
- The cited ICRC proceeding lists 26% (?) at 90%CL
- The cited analysis was focussing on time periods <100days after peak

Conclusion/outlook:



ANTARES analysis
Data sample: TDE start – February 2020


